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1-16-26, Aoi, Higashi-ku, Nagoya, Aichi 461-0004, Japan
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Hideki Imaki, Nagoya branch manager
Moto Nakano, Tokyo branch manager

Development, design, manufacuring and sales　of heavy 
weight roller shutter, fire shutter, smokeproof shutter.

Masahiro Omata

1 billion yen

230 million yen

54

April 28, 1948

Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA)
US Yokota Air Base
Nakanihon Air Service

Business Overview
Omata Shutter, a leading provider of roller shutters with history of longer than 70 years, has 
been providing various kinds of shutters like heavy weight roller shutter, fire shutter or 
smokeproof shutter, and has solid records of installing its products to many landmark 
buildings of governmental offices or large commercial facilities across the country.
We have recently been appointed as a sole distributor of Megadoor, a vertical lifting fabric 
door that is a global brand with a plenty of installation records worldwide, and we have been 
successfully increasing the inquiries and businesses for this product mainly from space, 
aviation or defense industry.
Also, uniquely positioned we are with the customized product to special needs and proud of 
being effectively sole manufacturer in the country of roller shutters for the shipboard 
helicopter of JMSDF, JCG and others.

Our Strength
Our long and deep experience in developing, designing, manufacturing, and supporting 
roller shutters across the country will certainly help to meet the needs for secure entrances 
of space and aviation industry.

Needs we can correspond / Business partners we want
We are seeking opportunities to get in touch with operators who are interested in secure 
entrance systems for their hangar for large equipment like aircraft,helicopter etc. to which 
our Megadoor will best fit.

Office & Plants
HQ, Kita-ku, Tokyo
Tokyo branch, Kita-ku, Tokyo
Yokohama branch, Kanagawa
Saitama branch, Saitama
Saitama factory, Saitama

Products・Materials・Part Sizes・Facilities & Equipment
Megadoor, a vertical lifting fabric door, has rich features as opposed
to conventional roller shutters.
1. Wide opening
2. No rust or decay
3. No floor track needed which often hinders smooth operation
4. Minimum energy loss thanks to high thermal insulation performance
5. High resistance to wind/snow load
6. Efficient operation by full automatic opening and closing
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